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0. Introduction and summary. P.aik and Federer [4] presented a randomized 
procedure for non-orthogonal saturated main effect fractional replicates in an 
an-factorial and presented an unbiased estimator of the main effect parameter 
vector. HOwever, the explicit expression of the variance of the estimator re-
mained an unsolved problem. In this paper our attention is restricted to a 
2n-factorial, and the randomized procedure is extended to any preassigned para-
meters in a 2n-factorial system. An explicit expression of the variances of 
unbiased estimators of the parameters is presented. Also, in a 2n-factorial, 
some invariant properties of the information matrices and variances of the 
estimators in the randomized fractional replicates and a semi-invariant property 
of alias schemes of the fractional replicates are obtained. 
1. Basic notations and statistical model. In a 2n-factorial system, the 
space of treatment combinations, z, is represented by the set Z = {Ci1,i2, ••• ,in): 
ih = 0 or 1 for all h = 1,2, ••• ,n} which contains 2n points, say N = 2n. A 
standard ordering of points in Z is given by the relationship between the 
The addition operation + and multiplication operation • of any of two 
treatment combinations z and z , are defined as addition and inner product of 
v v 
two row vectors of zv = (i1,i2, ••• ,in) and zv, = (i{,i~, ••• ,i~), modulo 2, 
respectively. It follows immediately that the set Z is a group with respect 
to addition. 
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The expected value of the random vector y(Z) associated with the space of 
treatment combinations Z is given by 
where X is a 2nX2n matrix with orthogonal column vectors such that X'X = 2ni, B 
is the NXl column vector of single degrees of freedom parameters ~0,B1, ••• ,BN-l 
and y(Z) is the NXl column vector of observations, with covariance matrix a2 I. 
The parameters B have the usual interpretation of main effects and interactions 
u 
of n factors. We further describe the structure of N parameters, B, u = O,l, ••• ,N-1, 
u 
by considering the space B of N points where B = {(a1,a2, ••• ,an): ak = 0 or 1 
for all h = 1,2, ••• ,n}. The correspondence between the parameters and the points 
of B is given by the order relation specified by u = ~=lah2n-h. We also 
introduce addition and the inner product of any of two row vectors 
Bu = (a1,a2, ••• ,an) and B~ = (ai,a2, .•• ,a~) or between zv and ~u· The unit 
element of this parameter group in addition, Bo = (o,o, .•• ,o), is the mean 
response of all the treatment combinations. The parameter point ~ in which 
u 
the kth position is 1 and all other positions are zero, corresponds to the kth 
factor first degree main effect. Interactions correspond to points where 
coordinates are zero or non-zero with at least two non-zero coordinates. The 
matrix X can be defined as 
where x( 2 ) = (i -i) and® denotes Kronecker product. 
Suppose that the vectors of y(Z) and £ are rearranged and partitioned as 
follows: y(z*)• = (y(Z )', y(ZN )'), B*' = (B', BN' ), where y(Z) and B are p -p -p - -p p -p 
pXl observations and pXl interesting parameter vectors, respectively, with the 
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mean parameter as the first element of ~p· We shall write Yp and zN-p for 
y(Z ) and y(ZN ), respectively, and also we shall use a new notation for the p -p 
rearranged parameters in vectors B and BN such that B = (b0,b1, ••• ,b 1 )' 
-p - -p -p p-
Consider the expression E [y(z)J = [x1,x2J [~'~N-p] where x1 is an NXp 
matrix and x2 is an NX(N-p) matrix. The matrix [x1,x2J is obtained by re-
arranging the column order in X and the partitioning of that matrix. Since X 
is an NXN matrix with orthogonal column vectors, r(X1 ) = p. Hence, there 
exists at least one non-singular pXp matrix x11 in the matrix x1• 
After rearranging the order of the elements in y(Z) and the row order in 
[x1,x2], respectively, we obtain the following expression: 
such that x11 is a non-singular pXp matrix, the observations in ~p yield a 
saturated fractional replicate for the given parameter vector B . 
-p 
Using the lease squares procedure we obtain the solution (Banerjee and 
Federer [1], Zacks [?]), 
~ -1 ~P = x11lp 
-1 -1 Hence, x11lp is the best linear unbiased estimator of ~ + x11x12~J-p· 
2. A property of matrices x11 and x12• Let Z be a saturated fractional p 
replicate plan given a parameter vector ~p represented py a submatrix of Z 
such as a pXn matrix in a 2n-factorial and x11 by a pXp coefficient matrix of 
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~p and x12 by a pX(N-p) coefficient matrix of ~N-p corresponding to the plan 
.-·,·· 
where ih = 0 or 1 for all h = 1,2, ••• ,n and x11,v and x12,v be a pXp coefficient 
matrix of B and a pX(N-p) coefficient matrix of BN corresponding to the plan 
~ -~ 
Z Z + J( · · · ) d 2 h th d b · t ~ · n-h = ~1,~ , ••• ,~ mo , were e or er su scr~p v = 1~ 2 . p,v p 2 n = h 
Let G and GN be a pXp diagonal matrix and an (N-p) X (N~p) diagonal p,v -p,v 
matrix, respectively, such that the (l+u)th diagonal element of G is 
p, v .V-
( ) ( )z b th ~~- ( ) ( )z b d u = -1 v u and the r diagonal element of GN is d r = -1 v r • 
v -p v 
Then, since each diagonal element of G and GN is -1 or 1, G-l = G p,v -p,v p,v p,v 
-1 
and GN = G for all v = 0, l, ••• ,N-1 and the lemma presented below may 
-p,v N-p,v 
be easily verified. First however, note the following: 
Suppose b1 and b2 are main effect parameters such that b1 = (1,0, ••• ,0) and 
b2 = (O,l,O, ••• ,O) and let bk = b1 + b2 = (l,l,O, ••• ,o), and suppose Slj' s2j, 
and skj are the j th elements of the columns in [ xll' xl2] corresponding to para-
meters b1, b2 and bk' respectively, then skj = s1js2j. Consider zp,v = Zp 
+ J(l,O,l, ••• ,l) and let g1 . v' ; 2 . , and ;k. be the jth elements of the J, J 1 V J 1 V 
columns in [xll,v' x12,vJ corresponding to the parameters b1, b2, and bk' 
t• l th ~ = (-l)~ = !:!' (-l)(l,O,l, .•• ,l)(l,O, ••• ,o) 
respec 1ve y, en ~lj,v ~lj ~lj ' 
E: • = !:!' • = ~ .(-l)(l,O,l, ••• ,l)(O,l,O, ••• ,o) ad~ . ~ ~ 
2J,V :,2J ':>2J ' n ':>kJ,V = ':>lj 1 v~2j,v 
= Sljs2}-l)(l,O,l, .•• ,l)(l,O, ••• ,O) + (l,O,l, ••• ,l)(O,l,O, ••• ,O) 
= skj < _1 ) < 1, o, 1, .•• , 1 )( 1, 1, o, .•• , o ) . 
Leinma 
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•(i) X = x11G , x12 = Xl2GN ll,v p,v ,v -p,v 
N-1 N-1 
(ii) L dv(u) = 0 for all u = 1,2, ••• ,p-l, and L d:(r) = 0 for all 
v=O v=O 
r = 1, 2, ••• 1 N-p. 
N-1 if u = u' 
(iii) I d (u)d (u 1 ) = 
v v 
v=O if u /= u' 
N-1 
L d~~- (r )d* (r 1 ) if r = r' = 
v v 
v=O if r /= r' 
N-1 
(iv) L d (u)d"'~ (r) = 0 
v v 
v=O 
' N if u = u' and r = r' 
N-1 0 
(v) \ d (u)d (u 1 )d*(r)d~~(r')= 0 I- v v v 
v=O N 
if U : U I 
!f.ufu1 
if U f U I 
if u J u 1 , 
but r /= r' 
but r = r' 
and r J r' 
but b +b 
- u 
r J r' 
and b +b 
-
u 
4fo 
* 
u' 
+b +b 
r' r 
+ b* -!:• 
u' 
+b 
r' r 
= b 0 
I= bor 
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3· An invariant property of !x~1x11 l and a semi-invariant property of x~1x11 
-1 Baik and Federer [5] presented some patterns of x11x12 
in irregular fractional replicates in a 2n-factorial as this gives the aliasing 
scheme for the fractional replicate. Now, we define a semi-invariant property 
of x~ix12 such that if the matrix x~ix12 remains unchanged except the sign of 
each element under the procedure Zp + J(i1,i2, ••• ,in) where ih = 0 or 1 for all 
h = 1,2, ••• ,n, we say that the matrix x~x12 is semi-invariant under such a 
procedure. Also, we define a notation abs (A) such that if A = !lai}, i = 1, 2, •.• ,m; 
j = 1,2, .•• ,n, abs(A) == !\ lai) II, i = 1,2, ••• ,m; j = 1,2, ••• ,n, where laijl 
denotes the absolute value of the element a ..• lJ 
Since x11 = x11G , !G l = 1, x12 = x12GN , and all elements of 
,v p,v p,v ,v -p,v 
the diagonal matrices G and GN are -1 or 1, the following theorem may be p,v -p,v 
easily verified. 
Theorem 1. If Z is a saturated fractional replicate plan in a 2n-factorial p-- -·---
system given B , 
1? 
and lxi1,vx11,vl 
then Z also is a saturated fractional replicate nlR.n of B p,v----- ~--p 
= lx{1x11 !, abs(x~i,vx12,v) = abs(x~~x12). 
n The meaning of this theorem is that if Z is not a subgroup of Z in a 2 -p 
factorial, Z + J(i1,i0 , ••• ,i ), ih = 0 or 1 for all h = 1,2, .•• ,n, may produce p G n 
2n different saturated fractional replicate plans of B , but the determinants 
-p 
of the information matrices have the same value. Furthermore, the information 
matrices and the aliasing matrices have the semi-invariant property. 
4. A randomized procedure for saturated fractional replicates. Ehrenfeld and 
Zacks [2,3] presented randomized procedures for regular fractions, and Zacks [7] 
showed that an unbiased estimator of a given parameter vector in the saturated 
•• 
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fractional.replicate case exists only if one randomizes over all possible designs 
of a.certain .structure. Baik and Federer [4] give a method similar to the 
Randomized Procedure I in the above papers and present an unbiased estimator of 
the main effect parameter vector for irregular saturated fractional replicates. 
As an extension of the authors' results, an unbiased estimator and the correspond-
ing variances are given below for any saturated fractional replicate for the 2n-
factorial. 
A saturated fractional replicate plan Z of B in a 2n-factorial p,v -p 
is said to be independent of a saturated fractional replicate plan Z if Z 
p p,v 
cannot be constructed by the procedure ZP + J(i1,i2, ••• ,in)' ih = 0 or 1 for 
all h = 1,2, ••• ,n. If Z and Z p,v p are not independent then the plan Z is p,v 
an element of the set, S(Z) = {z 
' p + J(i1,i2, ••• ,in) : ih = 0 or 1 for all 
h = 1,2, ••• ,n1. The set S(Z ) is 
- p 
said to be the saturated fractional replicate 
plan set of B generated by Z • Baik and Federer [5] presented a complete list 
-p- p 
of the generators of the saturated main effect plans in the cases for 22, 23 and 
24 factorials, and Raktoe and Federer [6] obtained a formula for the number of 
generators of saturated main effect fractional replicates for sn-factorials. 
Define a notation sq(A) such that if A = !Ia .. !!, i = 1,2, ••• ,m; j = 1,2, ••• ,n, l.J 
then sq(A) = lla~ .ll, i = 1,2, .•• ,m; j = 1,2, ••• ,n. l.J 
Theorem 2. Suppose a saturated fractional replicate nlRn Z of B is 
- - = p,v---p-
chosen at random from~ set generated £l ~plan ZP in~ 2n-factorial, then, 
~~ -1 ~· given plan Z , the least squares estimator B = x11 v of B = Bp p,v ----- p,v ,v-p --p,v -
+ x11-l x12 B~ is an unbiased estimator of B and 
,v ,v-!~-p-- - -p-
(vC~), v(~1 ), ••• ,v(~p-l))' = ~'[sq(x~i}]cr2 + [sq(x~ix12)J (b~,b;2 , ••• ,b;~P)', 
where 1 is ~ pXl vector having all elements unity • 
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Note that the variance vector (v(b0 ), V(;1 ), ••• ,V(bp_1 ))• is invariant 
under the procedure Zp + J(i1,i2, ••• ,in)' ih = 0 or 1 for all h = 1,2, ••• ,n. 
Next, 
Proof: Let x~ix12 = !lw5 tl\' s = 1,2, ••• ,p; t = 1,2, ••• ,N-p, then 
"* { ["'* . ]} EB = E E B fx 
-p,v v -p,v ll,v 
= E {x-1 (x B + X B )it 
v ll,v 11,v-p 12,v-N-p 'J 
= B + (d x-1 X J)B 
-p ~ 11,v 12,v -N-p 
' [ ( -L_ ) ) = B + E G X ~X G B 
-p ~ v p,v 11 12 N-p,v -N-p 
= B + [E 111d (s)d~~(t)w ti!]BN , where s = 1,2, ••• ,p; t = 1,2, ••• ,N-p, 
-p v v v s - -p 
= B , by Lemma (iv ). 
-p 
co_j i)• ) = E {co-l~" I x11 )il + Cov {J i* I x11 )~ ~-p,v v ~-p,v ,v 1f v ..c.\-p,v ,v J 
= E (x1•1 x11 )-1o2 + Cov (~ ). v ,v ,v v p,v 
Let X~i = llxijli' i = O, 1, ••• ,p-1; j = 0,1, .•• ,p-1, then 
E (x• X )-l = E (G X' X G )-1 
v ll,v ll,v v p,v ll ll p 
= Ej[Gp,v(xilxll)-1GPJ 
p-1 
= Ev[lldv(i)dv(j) I ;x:kixkjl!], where i,j = 0,1, ••• ,p-
k=O 
• 
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COv (B-~ . ) = E (x-l X B ';(x-l X B ) 1 
. v_-p,v v ll,v 12,v-N-p ll,v 12,v-N-p 
= E (a X-~ G B B' G X' X'-lG ) 
v p,v 11 12 N-p,v-N-p-N-p N-p,v 12 11 p,v 
N-p N-p 
[ \ \' * '* **] = E lid (i)d (j) 1 ~· w.tw. d (r)d (t)b btiJ , 
v v v ""' .._. ~ Jr v v r 
t=l r=:l 
where i,j = O,l, ••• ,p-1, 
N-p N-p 
[ \ \ . ' * * ~~*] = E II , I_ d (i)d (j)d (r)d (t)w.tw. b btl\, 
v ;_, - v v v v ~ Jr r 
t=l r=l .. 
where i, j · = o, 1,· ••• , p-l. 
Using the Lemma (v), 
Hence, we can write: 
(v(~0), v(b1), ••• ,v(;P_1))' = 1'[sq(x~)]a2 + [sq(x~x12)J(b~2,b;2 , ••• ,b;:P)'. 
Note: (i) The variances of estimators are not the same value, i.e., they are 
dependent on the choice of a generator of a non-orthogonal fraction in a 2n-
factorial. 
(ii) 
* . ~} ~~ J~ z (b + b + b + b' ) Since d ( i ) d ( j ) d · ( r ) d" ( t ) = ( -1 ) v 1 -1 r t and 
v v v v 
~~ * bi + b j + br + bt could be b0, the estimator b0, b1, ••• , bp-l are not always 
uncorrelated, i.e., the off diagonal elements of Cov (B~~ ) are not always zero 
v -p,v 
and these are dependent on the choice of a generator of non-orthogonal fractions 
and choice of parameter vector B in a 2n-factorial. 
-p 
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